The era of preprogrammed entertainment contained in a physical object such as a CD or other media storage device is ending with the arrival of seemingly endless quantities of entertainment in the cloud via a variety of streaming data devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Cloud is a platform(s) providing programmable storage, computation, and delivery resources accessible through the Internet.
The most notable initial step in the development of BThe Cloud[ was the World Wide Web, which offered storage and retrieval of webpages over the Internet packet routing network.
The Web first evolved special purpose computation functions such as dynamic page generation, and later the server infrastructure was used to implement search engines, map generation, encryption, encoding, communications, etc.; and finally, evolved general purpose cloud platforms capable of hosting any computer program on millions of processors and millions of terabytes of storage distributed over the planet, accessible through the Internet.
II. CURRENT TRENDS
The future of cloud-based entertainment can be extrapolated from these trends.
1) Proliferation and mutation of Internet connected devices with capabilities including wireless Internet and peripheral connection, audio/video display and capture, and natural user interfaces. 2) Cloud-resident content: A vast collection of audio, video, games, text, social activities, and other entertainment randomly accessible by several billion people. 3) Cloud-resident identity: Personal identification and authorization for such activities as e-commerce and communication stored in the cloud. A cloud identity and biometric links to physical world enable controlled access to private and shared information, cryptographic identity, credit, bank accounts, subscriptions, personal preferences, location, social graphs, decision history, rules, and personal agents. 4) Cloud-resident personal agents: Autonomous personal proxies capable of using and managing a person's cloud identity through natural user interface and machine learning. Personal agents also act independently on our behalf to search, filter, transact, pay, communicate, and inform us of personally relevant information and activities in cloud space and in physical space. 5) Cloud-resident computation: Cloud-resident content, information, and intelligence exceed the capabilities of individual devices, so devices will increasingly specialize in accessing cloud generated or mediated information and entertainment, not entertainment stored or created in a local device. 6) Cloud-resident video streaming: Video streaming technology and wireless Internet bandwidth have improved sufficiently to enable ubiquitous video streaming to devices, and reduced the need for packaged or locally stored video. Most devices will support audio/video streaming over an Internet connection to provide stored and live entertainment content such as audio and video, and also cloud-generated user experiences, such as video games, virtual reality, synthetic worlds, and augmented reality.
III. GENERAL EXTRAPOLATION OF THE EFFECT OF THESE TRENDS ON ENTERTAINMENT
The era of entertainment primarily contained in a physical object such as a book, record, video tape or disc, or personal video recorder broadcast recording is ending. Even local digital copies of those recordings are being replaced by the ability to randomly access them through a variety of devices using streaming from the cloud. Intelligent streaming has evolved to adapt dynamically to different devices and network conditions to make streaming ubiquitous and relatively fault tolerant over heterogeneous Internet pathways.
Streaming also provides instant access to all types of communications and information, some of which will evolve to take advantage of the vast connection, storage, and computation resources of BThe Cloud.
[ With the arrival of seemingly infinite quantities of entertainment in the cloud, the most important function will become finding entertainment that is personally relevant, and controlling access to high value content through payment, subscription, advertising, etc., and related personal information.
We see the importance of Brelevance[ in search engines and social networks that help us find relevant information, or just feed it to us whether we want it or not based on some level of targeting or trust granted to Bfriends,[ really simple syndication feeds, subscriptions, etc. Social networks and identity providers give us a personal Internet presence that is actively gathering and sending information while we sleep (e.g., your Bwall[). Our identity is never Boffline.[ Electronic credit automatically authorizes subscriptions and one click purchases on our behalf (hopefully), thus enabling the purchase and delivery of paid content, such as books, music, movies, TV, games, etc., completely within the cloud and often without human involvement other than to access the content through a streaming connection after proving identity.
Proving identity in physical world will become increasingly biometric as a result of the abilities of natural user interfaces coupled with cloud computation to recognize voices, faces, signatures, fingerprints, retinas, etc. Since we will access the Internet through an increasing number of public, shared, and private devices, proving identity based on the device ID or typed credentials will often be impractical and considered insufficient proof for higher privilege levels, such as making a financial transactions or reading private information. For highest privilege levels, identification may require a scan of your finger, palm, face, retina, etc. For other activities such as sending a message or initiating a conversation, you could specify that voice recognition is sufficient identification.
Many devices will include cameras that can recognize and identify multiple people in its field of view, and filter information appropriately. Private information on a mobile device can be automatically limited to text so voice responses will not be overheard in a public place, and display of private text or other information on a device like a TV may require that your agent ask if the circumstances are private or are only visible or audible to individuals with sufficient trust for particular information. The recognition of group identities is particularly useful when selecting group entertainment such as music, TV, and video games based on the intersection of preferences and rules pertaining to the family members or friends that will experience it.
The trends listed above will converge and amplify the importance and functionality of our cloud-resident personal identities. The computational capability of the cloud coupled with wireless access and natural user interfaces will allow us to interact with a personal Bagent[ using voice, touch, hand, and facial gestures, much like human interactions. Our personal agent will be aware of our location and will often Bsee[ what we see. Our agents can overlay handheld phone and tablet live camera displays with information such as people's names, building addresses, walking directions, restaurant menus, etc. Cars will have similar heads up displays. Glasses will display augmented reality overlays and track eye gestures via wireless connection to a mobile device.
The human experience of the cloud-generated analysis and information display is called Baugmented reality,[ but the vast amount of information provided to our alter ego in the cloud creates the potential and need to use Bartificial intelligence[ techniques (more precisely, Bmachine learning[) to learn our preferences and rules, judge relevance by our past decisions and the decisions of those like us, and optimally filter the presented information based on personal relevance.
Selection of relevant entertainment will be a relatively small task and small part of the motivation to build the infrastructure and change our lifestyles compared, for instance, to call-screening conversations. Conversations will be possible to initiate at any instant by any connected human or human agent on the Internet just by starting to talk. Starting a conversation with anyone in the world will be as simple as saying BMax (example agent attention word), call Kilroy Hughes.[ On my end, I hear who is calling in my ear bud, laptop, car, home speakers, etc., and say BHi,[ and we start talking while we continue our activities. Adding friends or business associates to the conversation is just as simple, and video and text are options.
Many times, your agent will know you are occupied or not interested, and take a message you can view in video, audio, text, hyperlink, etc. For instance, your agent should probably decide not to interrupt your business meeting to notify you about that dancing cat video just posted to the Web that your friends claim is urgent because they are all LOL about it. On the other hand, an urgent call from the babysitter could be automatically handled by your agent with immediate text notification or text transcript, immediate voice connection, or just a voice/video recording, depending on the level of time urgency and importance of the meeting.
Filtering irrelevant spam is trivial compared to prioritizing and filtering vast quantities of relevant information (we think e-mail is hard, but that is just the trickle before the flood). Finding and prioritizing entertainment content is a small part of a much larger system that is evolving based on cloud-resident personal agents filtering the tiny amount of Bsignal[ we chose to accept from the vast Bnoise[ that is the Internet.
IV. SCENARIOS
To further illustrate these concepts, consider the following scenarios.
1) Augmented reality: Using technology such as video eyeglasses with translucent lens displays and cameras, cloud image analysis and video overlay rendering, wirelessly connected to a mobile device with Global Positioning System (GPS) location, voice and video communication over IP, natural user interface including voice recognition, eye tracking, gesture recognition, electronic pen, etc. This infrastructure, which is primarily used for productivity, is equally a tool for entertainment, just like computers, phones, and tablets [1] - [3] . 2) Personal agent, Max headroom: Cloud-resident personal user agent, visible/audible from all Internet devices once you authenticate, adapted and adapting to your activities and preferences. Max can follow you on display surfaces throughout the home, such as walls, windows, mirrors, appliances, tablets, and tables. Max helps you sort out your entertainment as well as the rest of your life [5] , [4] .
A. Scenario One: Augmented Reality The scene: You are riding transit home from work wearing your artificial reality glasses that have a wireless connection to the mobile device in your bag, and that has a wireless connections to whatever wide area network (WAN), local area network (LAN), and picocells that are in range at any moment, and load balances IP packets over those networks to provide the best Internet connection at any moment. You are reading and writing e-mail with an electronic pen and display glasses temporarily darkened to reduce visual distraction from the physical world, using eye gestures rather than voice to avoid bothering fellow travelers. You are listening to mellow jazz in your ear buds. Then . . .
A personal agent's voice in your ear bud says, BIncoming call from Fred,[ and you say BAnswer; Hi Fred[ to begin a conversation. Fred tells you he is attending a baseball game, and wonders if you would like to share his audio/video. You accept, and see and hear his point of view displayed in your glasses and ear buds. You discuss the game as though you were there. Normal speech level is clearly audible because cloud voice recognition and signal processing is used to separate the two-party conversation from other voices and background noise, and maintain a consistent level and tone quality.
As you approach your stop, you are alerted by a visual pop up, and you say goodbye because you will be walking, and do not want to be distracted. When you get home, you decide to see how the game turned out, so you ask your personal agent to find a broadcast, and play a 15-min synopsis of the best plays. You watch and listen while fixing dinner with the glasses translucent (adjustable by eye gestures). When you sit down to eat, you tell your agent to move it to a display surface and continue watching the game there.
neither of you have seen with a bit of romance. This one with Brad Pitt is a good match for Jan, and you're a sucker for Lucy Liu. Three friends you trust gave it an average of 8. 
V. CONCLUSION
A transition is underway from entertainment in the form of physical goods such as books, records, and video discs to cloud resident books, music, and video. The Internet is evolving into a Bcloud[ of computation and storage resources with unlimited information and connectivity, including video streaming of any audio/visual content. Internet connected devices are morphing, developing natural user interfaces, and becoming ubiquitous. Major portions of personal time and experience are being rendered, stored, or mediated in the cloud. The nature of entertainment will be changed by these trends in ways that may be predicted in a general way based on technology, but will likely offer experiences that are best envisioned today in the imagination of science fiction authors. h
